MINT NOTES	clx
Under Akbar, Multan was the capital of the province of the same name, and a mint was established there for silver and copper. Coin No, 484, a square ilakl quarter-rupee of the thirty-seventh year, is the earliest silver coin published. Bound rupees of Akbar struck at Multan, of which No* 488 Is an example, are extremely scarce.
It Is curious that no coins of Jahanglr from this mint have been found. His successor. Shah Jahan, struck extensively at Multan in silver3 the rupees following the usual types. Gold coins are very scarce, and copper unknown.
Aurangzeb's issues are plentiful in all three metals. The rupees of the first year bear the 4 Muhlu-d-din ' legend, and Multan is associated with the epithet Ddru-l-aman, 'abode of security '» These are succeeded "by similar Issues bearing the gold couplet, but In 1072, fourth regnal year, appeared the normal silver-couplet type without the epithet. The flower-like mint-mark, so characteristic of the Multan Issues, dates from Aurangzeb's reign. Legal drachms of Aurangzeb are known,
Rupees were struck at Multan by all the emperors after Aurangzeb down to 'Alamgir II, gold coins of all these are known except Jahandar and Shah Jahan II, and copper of Muhammad Shah only. There is a remarkable rupee of Shah 'Alam I In the Cabinet of Mr, H. Nelson Wright, which bears the following inscriptions :
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There Is a non-couplet type Multan rupee of Farrakhsiyar in the British Museum, which is still unique. The coins of Bafieu-d-darjat are of a non-couplet type peculiar to this mint. The mohar and rupee of 'Alaruglr II in this Collection, are recent discoveries which show that the Mughal issues were revived at Multan in this emperor's seventh year, though the town was already in the hands of the Durranls, and rupees of the same year are known of Taimur Shah, acting as Nlxam for his father* A reference is Invited to N. S. XI, §69, andN.S. XV, § 89.

